The real experts had their chance. Now it’s time for the selfappointed experts to fix the world. Honestly, how hard can it be?
In Everyone’s an Expert 3–6 players try to come up with solutions
to various global problems. However, there is a catch. They must
base their solutions on two completely random keywords found
on their solution cards.
Each round, one player acts as an investor, investing 100 million
dollars in the idea they like the most and 50 million dollars in the
second-best idea. The player with the highest total investment
when the game ends wins.

Help the real experts fix the world
Before starting the game, all players bet a small amount of real
money that everyone feels comfortable parting with – for example, a dollar each or similar. The winner of the game then decides
on a charity to donate the pot to. If you need help to choose, we
have prepared a list of trustworthy organizations here:
www.mindmade.com/everyonesanexpert/donate
Take it easy
Instead of having to use both keywords in their pitches, players
may select ONE of the two keywords to use. This makes the game
easier and the ideas also tend to become a bit more realistic.
Let’s be serious
Play without using the solution cards and try to come up with
serious solutions to the problems. You can also play without the
timer if you want.
Face up or face down
Hand out and keep all investment cards face up for a more casual
game where everyone knows who invested in whom and who is
in the lead. Hand out and keep all investment cards face down for
a more competitive game where nobody knows who invested in
whom and the winner is not revealed until the end of the game.
7 players
It’s possible to play Everyone’s an Expert with seven players by appointing one player as a permanent investor for the entire game.
All facts in the game come from reliable sources such as the United
Nations, the World Health Organization, and Encyclopedia Britannica.
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